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Curriculum additions to the catalog. 
 

 
 
 

  Changes to existing curriculum.  

Changes to Existing Courses Pathway 
Drop a pre/co-requisite to a course Editorial (expedited review) 
Add a pre/co-requisite to a course * Editorial (expedited review) 
Change a pre/co-requisite to a course Editorial (expedited review) 
Change a course title * Editorial (expedited review) 
Change a course description * ‡ Editorial (expedited review) 
Change a course number * Editorial (expedited review) 
Change a course prefix Editorial (expedited review) 
Change a course credit hours * Editorial (expedited review) 
Adding graduate-level to a course Substantive (GCCC review) 
Dropping graduate-level from a course Editorial (expedited review) 
Updating terms offered Editorial (expedited review) 

  
* If 3 or more of these are changed at the same time, changes are Substantive 
‡ If description change is comprehensive, change is Substantive 

 

Adding New Curriculum Pathway
Add a new course Substantive (UCC/GCCC review)
Add a new certificate or other micro program Substantive (UCC/GCCC review)
Add a new minor Substantive (UCC/GCCC review)
Add a new major + Substantive (UCC/GCCC review)

Removing Items Pathway
Dropping a class from the catalog Editorial (expedited review)
Terminate a certificate/micro credential Substantive (UCC/GCCC review)
Terminate a minor Substantive (UCC/GCCC review)
Terminate a major + Substantive (UCC/GCCC review)

+ Requires BOR approval

+ Requires BOR approval

Changes to Existing Programs Pathway 
Actions that increase the required hours of a program 

Add a required course to a certificate/micro credential Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 
Add a required course to a minor Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 
Add a required course to a major Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 
Add a track/emphasis to a major Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 
Change title of track/emphasis to a major Editorial (expedited review) 
Remove a track/emphasis to a major Editorial (expedited review) 
Restate a program in any other way that increases required hours Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 

  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Changes to Existing Programs (continued) Pathway 
 

Actions that do not increase the required hours of a program 

Add an elective option to a certificate/micro credential Editorial (expedited review) 
Add an elective option to a minor Editorial (expedited review) 
Add an elective option to a major Editorial (expedited review) 
Drop or exchange a required course to a certificate/micro credential Editorial (expedited review) 
Drop or exchange a required course to a minor Editorial (expedited review) 
Drop or exchange a required course to a major Editorial (expedited review) 
Add a track/emphasis to a major Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 
Change title of track/emphasis to a major Editorial (expedited review) 
Remove a track/emphasis to a major Editorial (expedited review) 
Change title of certificate/micro credential Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 
Change title of minor Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 
Change title of major + Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 
Restate a program in any other way that maintains or reduces required hours Editorial (expedited review) 
Changes to notes or other catalog information that affect program 
requirements that are reviewed under the Substantive Pathway 

 
Substantive (UCC/GCCC review) 

Changes to notes or other catalog information that are purely editorial - do not 
change the program requirements. 

 
Editorial (expedited review) 

  
+ Requires BOR approval 
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